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Introduction

Attendees:

Keith Gait, CXFO
Martin Hanley, Marks & Spencer
Anna Todd, Post Office Ltd
Jillian Aslet, Harrods
William Carson, Ascensos
Chloe Woolger, Kantar
Pete Aitken, Kantar
Mark Smithson, Kantar
Isobel Rogers, CXFO
Nina Marston, CXFO

As the retail sector begins to
recover from the effects of the
pandemic, it is now faced with a
different challenge: Inflation.

As with many other industry
sectors, the pandemic has also
had an impact on recruitment
and employee requirements,
creating a 'Candidates’ Market'.

For the first of our CXFO
Industry Councils for the Retail
sector, we invited leading
brands to discuss a variety of
topics which are challenging the
sector right now. These insights
and sharing of best practice will
help to change the future of CX
in the sector.

In the report, we have
highlighted the key topics which
were discussed during the
roundtable event, and the
thoughts of the attendees, as
well as any outcomes which
have followed.

(Event date: 30th June 2022)



There are always
winners out of

recessions/
financial crisis

Sky News recently reported that
some stores are seeing
customers, who reach for
example a £30 threshold, and
then tend to stop buying –
literally abandoning their basket.
This affects employees instore
who must then restock the
shelves with the abandoned
items left in baskets or
randomly around the store.

Other brands are genuinely
crushing their sales right now,
but they are concerned about
what to do next, where should
they invest next, as the high
street is already fragmented.

WC has been in discussion with
industry analysts around the
comparison of previous
recessions with the current
financial crisis likened more to
that of 1992-1997, rather than
that of 2008.

Retail as a whole was hit hard in
1992. His belief is that this time
round, it’s likely to challenge
brands across the board rather
than individual retailers. William
contended that there will be

Q. What impact
would the current
high rate of inflation
have on customers’
buying behaviour,
retailers’ costs and
staff?
Keith Gait (KG), Leader of the
Customer Experience
Foundation (CXFO), gave some
background into an editorial
piece created by CXFO on the
cost-of-living crisis. KG
commented that William Carson
(WC), Director of Market
Engagement at Ascensos, had
contributed to the piece, and
asked WC to start off with what
changes he has seen in the
sector and the organisations he
is currently working with.

WC stated, that from what he
was seeing, many brands are
genuinely concerned! They are
experiencing smaller baskets,
abandoned baskets and
consumers are more carefully
monitoring their spend.

upsides. He continued to
explain brands such as
Poundland for example are
increasing their opening of more
stores, but they are also
expanding their range of items
for £1 to make it easier for the
consumer to budget.
Consumers are able to walk into
store and purchase items for £1:
”There are always winners out of
recessions/financial crisis."

It was discussed that out of
such crisis comes innovation,
and was noted that
Lastminute.com launched in
2001 after the dot com bubble
burst, and Twilio launched in
2008 at the height of the
financial crisis at the time; it
generated revenues of £2bn in
2021. This was a direct result of
what the market needed at the
time.

But is the worst still yet to
come? And how bad might that
be? 

William contended the impact
of inflation is approximately 3-6
months away from ‘real pain’.



They must also be
prepared for a

bounce back in the
retail landscape
perhaps in 2025

that the key thing to note is
making sure the strategies are
bespoke. Every customer and
every shopping group is
different. How do retailers make
sure what is being promoted is
bespoke to try and meet
customer needs and
expectations?

Pete Aitken (PA), Senior
Director, Head of Customer
Strategy and Insights for Kantar,
queried whether there are
consumer segments who are
sheltered from the crisis as they
will continue to spend as they
previously had? Such as the
HNWI’s (High Net-Worth
Individual)? At one end there’s
Poundland who will do well,
however, put forward that the
middle will feel the squeeze the
most and will have the greatest
challenges.

Martin Hanley (MH), Customer
Experience Manager for Marks &
Spencer, responded that a full
range of products are needed to
fulfil customer requirements
and perceptions of the brand.
“Supporting customers amid the
macro-economic climate is the
number one priority at M&S, and
we’re doing so by offering
outstanding value, and
reinforcing our value credentials,
particularly in the run up to
Christmas 2022.”

While ‘Pain is Pain’, brands need
to strategically and effectively
look at how they use data to
forecast and manage the pain in
their business over the next 18 –
24 months, and they must also
be prepared for a bounce back
in the retail landscape perhaps
in 2025.

The consumer by then will be
different and consist of 25-
year-old digitally savvy adults
who were not around for the
challenges of the 1990’s or
2008. There must be
preparations for them to be
served as customers.”

He went on to say that the
digital experience can appeal to
a mass market. By introducing
Chat Bots, these give a more
personalised feel that the
shopper is not ‘alone’ in their
experience and support is there
should they need it. He gave an
example of introducing a chat
bot onto the website of one of
their clients. Within one month
of launch, sales revenue
generated was over £80,000 -
when the products sold cost
£32-£100 each, and noted this
is quite significant. 

Chloe Woolger (CW), Senior
Commercial Director Brand &
CX, of Kantar (hosts for the
Industry Council), commented

It was further commented from
another attendee that while the
HNWIs are less guilty about their
spending, they are conscious of
not wanting to be ostentatious
with their wealth, even though
the economic challenges they
face differ from that of the
everyday consumer.

Sustainability plays a large part
in their shopping habits. There is
more interest in high priced
one-off pieces and an interest
in sustainability. Social
responsibility plays a part in
their thinking around purchases. 

They went on to share the
perception that HNWI
customers are not affected by
the financial crisis. They are, but
in different ways, and an
international client base can
affect people and businesses
differently.

When times are tough, the
weekly shop and the clothing
they buy for the children is
looked at closely, but treats
need to be spot on, the
customer experience is less
tolerant. There is a lot more
pressure on one moment/treats
as this may be the only treat for
a whole year, it has to be right!



There is opportunity in the
tough moments. The best
will survive - those who
listen to their customer

detail of what people are saying,
as numbers aren’t able to give
you all the data. 

Nina Marston (NM), Marketing &
Events Manager at CXFO,
queried how the rise of Self-
Checkouts had affected their
core customers, especially with
regards to the perceived
demographic.

MH noted that “Self-Checkouts
are a trade-off between
efficiency and personal
interactions. “There is a balance
of perceptions among
customers, with some assuming
that self-checkouts are a sign
that retailers must be making
colleague and quality cuts; this
is not the case for M&S. The
magic of M&S is our store
colleagues”.

Mark Smithson (MS), Analytics
Director at Kantar Worldpanel,
put forward that a step up of
technology has been seen at
the checkouts in many retailers,
which brings risk of bringing
more tech in and dehumanising
the experience. 

This was reinforced by another
guest who recounted their
experience in their local M&S

There is opportunity in the
tough moments. The best will
survive - those who listen to
their customer.

The consensus from everyone
was that the high rate of
inflation is impacting buying
behaviour, and will continue to
do so, and the behaviour of the
customer has a knock-on effect
for the retailers, who need to
adapt and be agile. 

Q. How do
organisations do
this in the current
staffing crisis?
MH began by talking about
understanding how the small
moments of delight resonate
with customers. "Leveraging
data collected from the Sparks
loyalty programme, M&S is able
to deliver an enhanced
experience to members through
tailored offers and hyper-
personalised journeys”.

James Scutt (JS), Experience
Management (XM) Catalyst
(Principal) for Qualtrics,
commented that M&S must
really be drilling down into the

store and how being made to
feel valued as a customer has
brought them back to store
repeatedly, and compared it to
not so favourable experiences
at similar brands have left them
feeling less likely to return.

It was also commented that
“words are as important as
numbers, as words can be
played back to the team.”

Anna Todd (AT), Head of Service
& Support Optimisation at The
Post Office, had attended a
previous forum where Pets at
Home was discussed, and the
panel all visibly lit up at this
point! 

“Pets at Home understand the
pet is the client”, she
commented.

KG responded to this: “They
smash their ICS Surveys and
their CSI Index scores. They
always come out on top.”

AT noted that Pets at Home did
whatever needed to be done to
service the client during the
pandemic, which was
recognised and valued by the
owners who appreciated that
things had changed. 



Q. What is the
impact of all of this
on cost?
Keith spoke about a discussion
he’d had with a very large and
well-known retailer who stated
the Low Paying Commission are
recommending an increase in
the minimum and living wage
and they also recommend it’s
brought forward from March,
which will have a direct cost
impact on business of £500m
this year. 

Many staff are typically getting
2-3% annual salary increases
and are now likely to ask for 11-
12% increases. KG asked WC on
what type of pressure his clients
are putting on him in terms of
costs and how will this play out?

WC explored that for service
providers the challenges of
meeting the rises in the cost of
living are difficult, but the
starting point is always speaking
with the clients – understanding
that providing high end care and
meeting expectations whilst
navigating the challenges faced
by both parties.

If there is constant review and
refreshing of market data and
intelligence, it will make it easier
to strategise and tactically deal
with the impact.

MS spoke on the recession of
2008, and gave some key
insights: "There are
opportunities that come from
recession. Consumers tend to
seek to avoid paying full 

2.3m new animals were bought
during this time and the store
experience was important for
the ‘client’ and the consumer. It
was also commented that the
strategic recruitment of
passionate people who love
what they do is now more
attractive than the traditional
route of previous experience.

MH took this further, and
commented that some of the
small nuances, such as having a
casual authentic conversation
are still important to the
customer, and that when
customers step into the stores
of some high-street brands,
having staff strike up a casual
conversation with them can
come as quite an unexpected
shock. KG queried whether this
was a training or culture issue? 

CW stated 'empowerment' is a
factor in serving customers in
the best way they can, to do
everything they need. There is a
huge sense of empowerment
when they are able to do things
a little bit differently and treat
customers as individuals.

Q. Are NPS scores
still important?
It was discussed at this point
that NPS scores are an
important metric in customer
experience, but retailers should
be prepared to unpick the data
and drill down to the detail for
the scores to be useful. A good
overall score should not be an
excuse to ignore problem areas,
however small. 

inflation by adopting various
coping strategies and so
become open to breaking
established habits".

The biggest change seen is that
consumers tend to try and
trade down to alternative,
cheaper or discounted
products. Strategies such as
switching retailer or buying less
can also be adopted but may be
less convenient or sustainable
depending on the category
concerned. 

A big thing that tends to happen
during recessions is the
discretion of purchasing luxury
items tends to get squeezed the
most whilst grocery tends to be
more resilient. Retailers, can
have ‘sway’ on how they dress
up the impact of cost through
careful positioning. For example,
a meal out is an affordable treat
if compared to a holiday, or
premium coffee pods could
represent a significant saving on
buying drinks from a café.

The cost of alcohol has been
driving this for years. JS noted
this as a prime example. How
much alcohol costs in the
supermarket compared with
how much it costs in a bar or
pub. A birthday treat meal may
now consist of buying a meal
deal from M&S rather than a
restaurant night out. 

CW noted from their research
that discounts have to be very
different. Repeat customers still
want to pay for the premium
experience as long as they still
get that, so the discount isn’t
the 'be all and end all1.



More employers should
be investing in debt &
credit management
helplines to support

employees

Q. Looking at the
broader issue of the
Cost of Living Crisis
– how will this affect
staff?
The discussion then moved on
to the question above. Keith put
forward that the panel were all
‘people’ businesses. Generally,
staff aren’t paid much more
than the minimum wage. How
will this play on the levels of
engagement from staff?

WC observed that going under
the radar, is that February 2022
saw the highest rise of
consumer credit card debt
since records began. ‘Bring the
best you to work’ is a mantra for
many businesses, however, if
the ‘best you’ has loans and/or
credit card debts and cost of
living turmoil at home, that isn’t
the best you. 

More employers should be
investing in debt & credit
management helplines to
support employees. In the next
12 months, this may come back
to haunt them if no strategy has
been built for appreciating and
understanding people who have
come into jobs that aren’t high
earners.

It was also commented that
there has been an increase in
being part of loyalty/rewards
clubs. It doesn’t always need to
be a ‘discount’ but about the
benefits being part of the club
can bring. 

It was commented that “price
sensitivity is still a factor”, and
there was strong agreement this
would become in sharper focus
in the time ahead. CW argued
that value must be created in
the instore experience as so
many consumers shop online
and try to get the best deal.
John Lewis shoppers tend to go
instore to browse, but, then
head home to shop online.

JS commented that there are
opportunities to break the more
traditional experience. M&S did
this with the ‘Dine in’
Experience. Car Giant was also
noted to have broken the car
buying tradition. The margins
are smaller, 1,000 cars are sold
there a week. 

JS spoke about how he
introduced the self-serve
checkout to the Post Office,
which the Car Giant experience
is now reminiscent of. The
transaction is similar in that
there is no one guiding you
through the process unless you
ask for help. 

WC explained how his personal
email inbox is already filling up
with messages and adverts from
credit score companies such as
Experian and companies
offering loans. It seems the
cycle of the nineties is being
repeated and financial services
businesses have learnt nothing
from the past. 36-month 0%
credit card offers will become
popular again, and consumers
are already spending a lot more
on their (credit) cards due to
the cost of living, but on the
37th month, the consumer will
be hit hard with interest rates.

It was also discussed that the
employee is usually the first to
get cut when there is a financial
crisis. The brands who invest in
the employee experience are
the ones who will succeed. They
need to check in with
employees not just on work
related things, but what’s
happening in their outside
world. This cannot be
underestimated. The external
issues they may be facing, can
affect their performance at
work, as the external and
internal work/life are married.
Businesses need to work hard to
ensure leadership and
management teams are
equipped to support
employees. 



Employees are now in a
position where they are not
willing to be shouted at by

customers, when they can work
in other positions for the same

money without the stress.

wayside with the emergence of
zero-hour contracts and limited
opportunities and enquired
about where the start of a
career pathway is for the
service industry now. The
pandemic has brought this to
the forefront and the positive is
people are looking for different
ways of working and what the
work/life balance looks like.

Q. What impact is
this having on
attrition?
Keith addressed the question
above to the panel stating that
staff will now ask “Why do I
need to work for this company?”
Employees are now in a position
where they are not willing to be
shouted at by customers, when
they can work in other positions
for the same money without the
stress. This is a challenge a lot of
organisations are faced with.

The new generation of
workforce have a better
understanding of what other
organisations do and how they
treat their employees.
Traditionally, this information
was not shared, but now, friends 

The 'Glassdoor element’ is
becoming more popular’. When
looking for a role.

Jobseekers are now more savvy
in looking for what suits them
rather than just the salary. The
look and feel of how they fit into
the organisation is also just as
important. As there are now
more vacancies than jobseekers
in the UK, this could be a real
challenge. 

Trying to find staff is becoming
more challenging due to these
elements. Jobseekers are able
to make decisions based on
their lifestyle rather than just
the need for money. Temp work
is almost obsolete. Now people
looking for work are able to
negotiate on hybrid or remote
working. People are able to take
on more than one role, as they
are able to fit the work into their
lifestyle.

AT reminisced on having
Saturday jobs. M&S was
traditionally the ultimate role. It
was seen as ‘the best’. Uniforms,
discounts, being ‘looked after’
as an employee and the
management programme was
enough to entice jobseekers.
These things have fallen by the 

share information on benefits
such as summer parties and/or
discounts. These benefits could
make the difference in where
they apply for jobs. One bad
day could cause an employee to
revise their CV and start
applying for other roles as the
choice of vacancies is vast!

Standards can sometimes fall
when recruitment drives are
needed. New starters are given
a quick overview of the
organisation and the induction
period is shortened.

Post hiring analysis shows
employees hired within peak
periods have considerably
shorter lengths of service, than
those hired in the normal
trading periods. This is likely to
be due to the time management
and colleagues have to spend
with supporting new starters is
a lot shorter, and differs
whatever time of the year they
are hired.

When times are tough and
companies are short on staff,
new starters are thrown in at the
deep end > they don’t like the
role > they leave, and the cycle
begins again. The new starters
aren’t set up for success.



their friends or family and share
their appreciation."

It was also commented that for
many retailers, The 'buy now pay
later' options now available are
another way to meet customers’
needs in the current economic
climate, providing them
flexibility when it comes to
payment options.

Planning is the key! Being set up,
ready and organised for the
Golden Quarter gives greater
room for success. In case the
physical sector fails again due
to Covid 19, there should be
something in the planning, and
helping customers in the way
they want to shop. Pre-building
out what their ideas are. If
customers do want to wait until
closer to Christmas to start
buying, products such as Gift
Lists assist this. Some retailers
do use the Summer Sale as a
rehearsal for the Christmas
period sale. It is seen as a mini
version of what will happen at
Christmas.

“This year it will be about quality
of product rather than quantity.”
When looking at the ‘top of the
pile’ of companies for
Christmas, consumers are likely
to stay loyal and shop with
brands they are familiar with
and trust. If an order is made in
August that goes wrong, the
consumer is less likely to trust
them with their Christmas order
in November or December. Early
planning and having consistent
service all year round is
paramount.

It was put forward that Focus
Groups can offer great

They aren’t onboarded in the
way the customer strategy
requires, which should be
prioritised. 

The Savoy have the same issues
regarding being short staffed,
but rather than compromise on
quality, they choose to limit the
facilities, such as changing
opening times of restaurants or
opening up all rooms to be
booked. If they cannot get the
right staff, trained to the right
level, they do not offer the
service. Their approach is that
staff shortages cannot affect
the level of service offered.

Q. How can
organisations best
meet the demand
and service
challenges of the
‘Golden Quarter’
KG invited MH to discuss the
topic. “Consumer trends and
sentiment shows that people
are planning for Christmas this
year a lot earlier than in
previous  years. With a longer
run up time, how can we help
them plan ahead with seamless
product discovery? Wish lists
are growing ever popular with
consumers to store their ideas
in a centralised place for later
referral. There has been a real
focus and trend shift to
personalised products and
more meaningful gifts. 

M&S leverage this through our
personalised product collection,
giving customers the ability to
customise the perfect gift for 

feedback on what does and
doesn’t work.

KG asked WC that as an
organisation which is almost
exclusively in the retail sector,
the Golden Quarter must be a
huge challenge both internally
operationally, and for the clients
of Ascensos, and what has he
seen that has stood out on
where organisations get it
wrong?

William commented “As well as
good practice, it comes back to
good planning. Best practice
and good use of technology in
the right way. Taking advantage
of the bespoke options
technology has to offer to trial
digital choices, so by the time
the Golden Quarter comes
round, there is background on
which methods work best. 

The reality for Ascensos and its
clients is that different sectors
have different Golden
Quarters’s such as DIY (Spring)
fashion (Summer) as well as the
traditional Golden Quarter in Q4,
so there is some balance”.

Early planning and
having consistent

service all year round
is paramount.



NPS scores can
often be a comfort

blankets for
companies.

NPS scores often aren’t able to
offer an in-depth real picture of
the experience. Customers may
have had a great experience
instore, but the booking process
online was not pleasant. NPS
scores can often be a comfort
blankets for companies. 

The NPS scores are a start point
not an end point. Video
feedback is often priceless and
powerful. Some large retailers
are finding the relation between
their NPS scores and their
commercial performance has
diminished. Digital experience is
now driving conversion”.

This was reinforced “Video
feedback has really taken off
and is successful. It helps in
understanding customer needs.
By capitalising on previous
purchases, retailers are able to
collect real data on their
experiences”.

Location strategy has also
played a part. Ascensos set up
on the Isle of Wight which, with
its tourism season, is a natural
fit for retail’s Golden Quarter, as
well as a great location for the
work/ life balance of the
employees who wish to free
themselves from city hubs.
There is also a large set up in
South Africa, along with Romania
and Turkey, where the thought
process is that Customer
Management and working for a
contact centre services
provider is seen as a
professional career. They see it
as more than just a job.”

Chloe discussed what how this
impacted VoC programmes
“Different companies have
different Golden Quarter’s. For
example, Halfords. They have
different peak periods right
around the year and the
customer experience needs to
have consistency to have
consistent NPS scores. 

It’s important to have open
ended feedback. How can more
be taken from this? C levels
want to know about the
numbers/scores, but by drilling
down into what comments
consumers make, that’s where
the real changes are able to be
made. 

Inflation impacts both
consumer behaviour and
business costs, but agile
retailers are adapting their
approaches in order to hold
onto their market positions. 
Most consumers will try to
adapt to inflation in their
buyer behaviour and
purchasing patterns.
It's still about the people.
The Instore experience
remains critical, as does the
curation of online content.
It's not all about numbers.
Verbatim and Sentiment
analysis will be more
important than ever to keep
a laser focus on Strong CX.
History through past
recessions tells us there will
be disruptive innovation that
drives cost out of existing
business models, and that
there will be winners through
this.
Many, if not most, of your
front line staff, are now
classed as vulnerable
customers themselves, and
strategies for supporting
debt and poverty are now
needed where never needed
before.
Focus Groups can offer
great feedback on what
does and doesn’t work.

Closing points for
the discussions

Below is a bite-sized synopsis of
the outcomes from the
roundtable discussions…





www.cxfo.org

The Customer Experience Foundation (CXFO) is proud to be the
only CX and CC organisation offering information, advice, and

support that is accessible to everyone.
 

We believe in a collaborative, supportive approach to improve CX
as a profession for those we ultimately serve, and we continue

our mission to make a difference.
 

We are run by CX practitioners, and our aim is to learn,
understand, share, and promote best practice across all areas of

Customer Experience and Contact Centres.


